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Beach Volleyball

Apr 6 – Apr 12

Competition Format and Rules
Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Competition Format
The beach volleyball program at the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games consists of a men’s and women’s
tournament:
Men’s medal events: one

Women’s medal events: one

Twelve teams

Twelve teams

Competition format:
A total of 48 athletes, 24 men and 24 women, take part, with numbers limited to two players per team – 12 teams in
each competition.
The tournament consists of two phases: pool play in the preliminary phase and the second phase in single elimination
format.
The teams in each gender will be seeded into pools, with the top teams advancing to the quarterfinals, semifinals, and
finals. Teams will be placed into three pools of four teams each. Within each pool, all teams will play each other (three
matches per team/six matches per pool).
Competition progression
Ranking:
The ranking of teams within their pools will be determined by the total number of match points, with the following points
awarded per match to each team:




Match won = two points
Match lost = one point
Match forfeited = zero points

Following the completion of the preliminary phase, the following rules will be used to populate the final phase brackets:





Teams will be ranked in their pool according to their total number of match points
In the case of two or more teams having equal total match points, refer to tiebreak rules
The top-two teams in each pool, along with the two best ranked third teams will progress to the final phase
A draw will take place to determine the bracket of the final phase

Single elimination:
Following preliminary (pool play) phase, teams progress to a single elimination phase.
Note: in the quarterfinals of the single elimination phase, no team can play a team from their same pool from the
preliminary phase.




First in each pool to be allocated positions 1 -3 (i.e. First Pool A=1 First B=2, First C=3)
Draw one: Second in each pool to be drawn for positions four, five and six. Teams to be drawn down the
bracket, not by position number
Draw two: for positions 7 – 8 from best two ranked teams (by point ratio) from third ranked team in each pool
teams to be drawn down the bracket, not by position number.
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The final phase will be a single elimination system, beginning with quarterfinal matches, progressing to semifinals, then
gold medal and bronze medal matches.
Scoring:
Each match is played as the best of three sets. The first team to win two sets wins the match. The first two sets are
played to 21 points, and the third set, if required, is played to 15 points. Each set must be won by a two-point advantage.
To ensure that no team receives an advantage for the prevailing weather conditions, teams switch ends every seven
points in sets one and two, and every five points in the third set. The match is played using the rally-point system, with a
point awarded at the completion of every rally.
Protests and appeals:
On-court disputes shall be resolved under FIVB Regulations as per Protest Protocol directives. The Game Jury shall
decide if the protest will be initiated, rejected or accepted at Level 1. The Technical Delegate/Control Committee will be
in charge of resolving any on-court protest, confirmation at Level 2.
Disputes shall be resolved under FIVB regulations. The Control Committee will decide on matters in accordance with the
present FIVB regulations. All protests and appeals must be lodged with the Control Committee in writing no later than 60
minutes after the end of the match and to
be accompanied by a deposit of US$1000 for each complaint.
Classification and tiebreaking rules
Tiebreak rules:
Ranking in the pools will be determined by the total number of match points. If a tie should occur during the team
ranking process, the following processes will be followed:
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During the preliminary phase:
Between two teams:


The team with the higher rally point ratio in the matches between all teams in the pool, will be ranked
higher



If still tied, then the teams will share the same rank

Between three teams:


If three teams are tied by Match points, their ranking is determined by the rally point ratio in the matches
between the three tied teams



If still tied, then the tied teams are ranked by the rally point ratio between all teams in the pool



If still tied, then the teams will share the same rank

Between four teams:


The ranking is determined by the rally point ratio between all teams in the pool



If still tied, then the teams will share the same rank

At the end of the preliminary phase:
Between two teams:


The team with the higher rally point ratio in the matches between all teams in the pool, will be ranked
higher



If still tied, then the team with the better head-to-head win is ranked higher

Between three teams:


If three teams are tied by points, their ranking is determined by the rally point ratio in the matches
between the three tied teams



If still tied, then the tied teams are ranked by the rally point ratio between all teams in the pool



If still tied, then the ranking is determined by which team is seeded highest

Penalties/disqualification rules:
In accordance with FIVB official rules.

